
 

 

RDK represents a game changer for operators delivering STB-based video services. 
They can achieve web speed service innovation with the lowest possible costs on set-
top boxes for the first time and deliver rich new HTML5 user experiences which 
allows them to differentiate their TV services against their competition. To achieve 
the full promise of RDK, operators need a trusted partner with deep expertise with 
STB and back-office technologies including media players, CA/DRM systems,  
regional broadcast extensions and specific requirements to their environment. 
Typically, they will  consider one of several approaches to leveraging RDK including 
porting their existing apps to RDK, integrating an RDK-based STB with their back-
office and seeking to influence 
the RDK roadmap. As many 
have discovered, deep RDK 
expertise and a capable team 
is required to meet tight 
timelines. To meet these 
needs, Espial provides a 
complete set of RDK 
integration services including 
architecture/design, cloud 
application, UX development, 
and back-end integration – this 
streamlines and accelerates 
their time-to-market so they 
can realize the benefits of RDK 
as fast as possible.  

 

Why Espial’s RDK Integrator Services? 

Deep set-top box knowledge & expertise.  Long track record of delivering STB 
integrations with video , graphics and applications acceleration. 

Web speed innovation for consumer electronics.  Out-of-the-box, open Web 
applications integration based on technology hardened through mass deployment in 
the connected TV and consumer electronics industries. 

Region-specific broadcast TV extensions. Global experience with broadcast 
standards including HbbTV, ASTSC, DVB, BML, ARIB, ISDB, Hybridcast and others. 

HTML5 with native-like performance. Espial is a leader at achieving native 
application performance with the flexibility, low cost, and transportability of HTML5. 
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Key Benefits 

Accelerate RDK time-to-market. 

Deep STB hardware and software 

experience. 

Rich heritage delivering consumer 

electronics solutions at web speed. 

Global experience delivering broadcast 

TV solutions. 

Leading HTML5 and CSS3 experience 

across consumer and pay-TV business. 

Close ties with RDK community. 
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Espial RDK  
Integrator 
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Espial has deep STB software integration experience deploying DVB, IP, IP/DVB 
hybrid, HbbTV, BML, ARIB, ISDB, IGMP and RTSP services as well as integrating 
leading CA/DRM systems including  B-CAS, Verimatrix, SecureMedia, Playready, 
Conax and others.  

Leveraging this expertise, Espial provides a full lifecycle set of RDK integration 
services including architecture/design, cloud application, UX development, and 
back-end integration - this streamlines and accelerates time-to-market so 
operators can realize the benefits of RDK as quickly as possible.  

Architecture and planning                                                                                                                     
Recommend an optimize architecture based on capabilities delivered as part of 
the RDK roadmap. 

Proof of concept porting and application development                                                              
Rapid prototyping of RDK-based use cases. 

RDK-based STB port and integration                                                                                              
Leverage deep experience in optimizing RDK solutions based on BCM, Entropic, 
Intel, and other chipsets. 

Applications development                                                                                                                               
Develop a cloud-based HTML5 UX around core video applications. Design, build 
& customize web and operator apps. 

Application integration and customization                                                                                                
Integrate and customize Web apps (e.g. YouTube on TV) and operators apps 
(e.g. video security) to seamlessly blend with video apps such as EPG and VOD. 

Back-office integration                                                                                                                        
Integrate RDK client with designated back-office system. 

Program Management                                                                                                                         
Espial provides  full  program management—including task planning, 
identifying key tasks and dependencies, timing estimates and resource 
planning— to ensure successful delivery of RDK projects. 

Espial’s RDK Integrator Services Lifecycle 
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